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An eclectic mix of soul, rhythm and blues, and Carolina beach music, perfect for dancing and parties. 18

MP3 Songs ROCK: 60's Rock, BLUES: Rhythm  Blues Details: C. Vaughn Leslie  Boys' Night Out: The

Best in Soul, Rhythm  Blues, and Carolina Beach Music Start with a base of musical veterans, add a love

of Soul and Beach Music, season with a sense of humor and a crowd-pleasing stage presence, and what

do you have? Boys' Night Out, a group that has been consistently rated as one of East Tennessee's top

bands. Wherever they play, Boys' Night Out gets people out of their seats and onto the dance floor. When

you first hear the Boys' Night Out sound, you realize that this is no ordinary band. A seven-piece horn

section re-creates that vintage R&B sound in a way that no synthesizer can. When you see BNO in

person, it's obvious that they love the music they're playing. Sometimes it's hard to tell who's having more

fun, the audience or the guys on the stage! Over the years, Boys' Night Out has been invited to share the

stage with numerous well-known professional acts. The band has provided musical backup for R&B

greats Percy Sledge (When a Man Loves a Woman), Archie Bell (Do the Tighten-Up), and Clifford Curry

(She Shot a Hole in My Soul) and has opened shows for the Judds, Nell Carter, The Oak Ridge Boys,

Jan and Dean, The Platters, The Impressions, Eddie Rabbitt, Marcia Ball, B. J. Thomas, The Chairmen of

the Board, The Tams, and Lee Greenwood. If you are a fan of the Beach Music, Soul, and R&B classics,

you'll love Boys' Night Out!
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